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Twitter has grown to become one of the most popular and globally used platform for social media because it’s fast

and efficient. You can read or send a message in less than a minute from anywhere in the world. If you’re new to 

Twitter, here’s a quick little 101 to get you started on the right tweet.

This is the username you choose to 

identify yourself on Twitter. This could 

be your own name, your company name

SocialNicole’s Twitter Primer

Twitter Handle

RE: Means Re-tweet

connect.        engage. grow.
socialnicole

@
or a nickname. People use your Twitter handle to 

contact or mention you.

Tags are used to for expression or to signify a 

group or event that is going on in real time and

used to create conversations within a group.

Hashtags: #word(s)

#
Click this button to follow a person’s tweets 

on Twitter. Their tweets will show up in your 

Twitter feed to read, respond to or re-tweet.

The Follow Button

Verified Account

This is the term used to the text, links, 

images, etc. that you post on Twitter. 

Tweets can be deleted even after they

Tweet and Tweets

have been posted. Fact: The US Library of Congress 

keeps a record of every single tweet.

Direct messages do not show up in Twitter feeds.

Famous people, celebrities, politicians, etc.

You can re-tweet a tweet posted by

someone by hitting the RT button or

by typing  “RT: @handle name:  

Content of their tweet.” Most Twitter Clients have

this feature built in.

Twitter Lists Categories a user can create to 

filter multiple Twitter streams.

Direct Messages
Private  conversations between two 

people that can only be read by them.

Accounts Twitter has verified to ensure the account 

is owned by the person they claim to be.

Twitter Client
Free software applications you can use on

 your computer or Smart Phone to send tweets and direct 

messages. Most come with URL shortners, options for 

attaching images and files, plus character counter.


